
So many changes!! 

First…. in case you haven’t noticed  

Brianna’s growing tummy… Wyatt is 

getting a sister on November 12th!!    

So Brianna will not be around too much 

until after the first of the year. We think 

we can handle it, and if not, we know 

her phone number and address!! 

Second… still exciting…. we added another embroi-

dery machine demo day for those of you that could 

not get in last month. If you are interested in an     

embroidery machine and you just want to play on 

one… we have a lesson plan, pre-cut kits and a few 

great machines for you to stitch on! This is just a 5 

hour class and you will leave with two fully completed 

Halloween projects! You do not have to bring a thing 

and you don’t have to know a single thing about sew-

ing machines or embroidery machines. This is for the 

novice. Lots of you are thinking about new machines 

this year or next year, and if you want an opportunity 

to just play on a machine and see what all the fuss is 

about… here is your chance!! See more details on the 

bottom of page 3. 

Finally… we have all of our new block of the month classes 

planned for fall. We had our open house last weekend and   

several of the classes are already near capacity, so if something 

looks interesting, you will want to call or come in right away. 

Most of the quilts are still in the classroom so you can see    

everything up close and make good decisions. All are described 

with decent pictures in the following pages.  

We have hand embroidery, wool applique, fusible grid, a begin-

ners quilt, and much more! We are also doing one “remote 

class” which is a new venture for us. For this class you sign up, 

then get a new video lesson in your email inbox every two 

weeks. The class is called “Sunny Sampler” and it is fun piecing 

techniques featuring a darling panel, background and 5” 

squares. No pressure. Sew at home, watching the video as many 

times as you like! Pause, start, pause, start. Kits will be available, 

we are starting November 15th (a nice winter project… done in 

time for Spring thaw!).  

So check out the “news” in the following 

pages, and call or come in to save your 

spot for your next sewing adventure (or 

two… maybe three…). 

Happy Quilting!! 

  Cindi 

It’s time!!  Many of you have been anxiously awaiting Sue’s next project… this      

gorgeous cotton, wool, silk and velvet masterpiece will be completed in a 12 month 

series. We will work on a block every month, as we work our way through Sue’s 

“Creative Stitching” book, learning unique stitches and techniques for wool applique, 

velvet turning, and silk embossing. We start by stitching a block down onto the   

background, then you bring it to class with you for stitch instruction. If you feel this 

quilt is too much for you, then lets just work on one block, or three. You can make a 

nice wallhanging or pillow. Class is only $10/month, which includes all instruction, 

thread samples, needle packet, bonus patterns and door prizes as we work through 

all 50 stitches.  

You will need Sue’s book “Fresh Cut” and “Creative Stitches” for class. We have a 

limited number of kits still available, or you can build from your own stash of wools 

and cottons. First class is Saturday, October 13th 1 - 3pm. Call to reserve your spot! 

New Sue Spargo Block of the Month: Fresh Cut 
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Under the Stars is a beautiful quilt that can be a 33 

x 47 wall quilt,  or a 70 x 92 full quilt. It is a fun skill build-

ing quilt that will help with perfect points, flying geese, 

foundation piecing, fusible appliqué, border math and 

binding. We will have kits available and a quick class in the 

shop that can be demo only, or classroom sewing 

(depending on your needs and schedule). We will also 

have video support for those of you that would like to 

piece and quilt from home.  Kits available in flannel and 

cotton. 
 

Class will be the third Saturday of the month, from       

9:30 - 10:30, with sewing/construction from 10:30 - 1pm.  

4 Months. $45 for series, includes pattern. 

 First class on Saturday October 20th. 

Minkee Madness 

Perfect points, 

Nine patches,  

Flying geese, 

Quarter Square 

Triangles 

Log Cabins 

Paper piecing 

Fusible Applique 

Under the Stars is a 

perfect beginner project! 

Collage Quilts 
This is a fun technique is still sweeping the quilt world. There are fantastic full sized 

patterns from Laurie Heine, or, let us teach you how to draft your own pattern of a pet, 

home, flower, guitar or face. Cindi will be showing her three newest patterns, the owl, 

the cat and another dog. 

We have three steps: drafting, fabric layering and machine quilting. The best part is the 

fabric layering. It is a fantastic opportunity to use those fun stash pieces and graphic prints you’ve been saving.  

This informative, fun class is Saturday, October 27th 10am - noon                   

with an afternoon optional “construction workshop” from 1 - 5pm 

The lecture/demonstration is a two hour “no supplies needed” informative class for only 

$18. After this class you will feel comfortable with drafting, selecting fabrics, preparing 

your fabrics, and be well on your way to putting your puzzle collage quilt together.  
 

This can be a bit of a process if you tend to be indecisive. So we’ve added a bonus 

“workshop” if you feel ready to begin. You bring your fabrics, your background, your 

fusible web and your scissors. I will help you put your puzzle together using the full 

sized design walls. Construction Workshop is $18. Space limited to 8. 

One of our favorite pattern companies is McKay Musers. They are a 

family of three designers from Portland and their whole focus is MIN-

KEE!! They make quilts, soft toys, pillows, purses and even clothing! 

We are going to teach a three part class, taking all of the fear out of using 

our favorite textile!  Part One is piecing with minkee. Quilts, sashing, 

throws, etc. Part Two is minkee appliqué, the best way to decorate quilts, 

receiving blankets and pillows! And Part Three will be soft sculpture and 

purses. Make a polar bear, hippo, monkey, or the ever popular jelly bean 

face; or, if you don’t have a little one to sew for… how about a perfect 

llama tote? Fabulous!!  

Cost for three class series: $36 ($12/class) 

Class One: October 10th 10 - 1pm or 6 - 8pm 

 Class Two: November 14th 10 - 1pm or 6 - 8pm 

 Class Three: November 28th 10 - 1pm or 6 - 8pm 

Minkee 

doesn’t 

have to be 

scary and 

slippery. 

We will 

show you 

the tricks!!  



We are repeating our Machine Embroidery event for those of you that could not make it last month. This is designed for anyone 

who wants to test drive a Pfaff embroidery machine. You can choose from the Creative 4.5 or the icon. No high pressured sales 

tactics, just a fun day making two quick Halloween projects! Last month most of our participants were quilters that just wanted 

to see what all the machine embroidery fuss was about. It’s nice to play on a machine to see if you like it. Cost is just $28 and it 

pays for the instruction and all supplies, you don’t have to bring  anything with you! Just a fun day on a borrowed machine and 

you get to leave with two  finished projects!! Choose Wednesday October 17th 10 -3pm or Friday October 19th 10 - 3pm. 

October  2018  
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

 1 2 3 

 

Urbanology 

6 - 7:30 

4 

 

$5 Sampler 

Quilt 6pm 

5 6 
Desert Sampler  9 - 10 

Lunch Bunch 11 - 1 

(Pincushion, Mug Rug, 

Seasonal Minis) 

Stitchers Garden 1 - 3 

7 8 

 

Columbus Day 

Shop open!! 

9 10 

Minkee Class 

10 - 1pm 

or, 

6 - 8pm 

11 

 
Lunch Bunch 11 - 1 

(Pincushion, Mug Rug, 

Seasonal Minis) 

12 

 

Bargello 

10 - 4pm 

$18 

13 
Elegant Snowflake 

10 - 12 
 

Fresh Cut 

1 - 3pm 

14 15 

 

16 17 18 
 

19 20 

Under the Stars 

9:30 - 10:30 

Crazy Good Life! 

1 - 4pm 

21 22 23 24 

 
 

25 

 

Grand Central 

10 - 4pm 

$24 

26 27 

Collage Quilts       

10 - 12 

Collage construc-

tion 1 - 5 

28 29 30 31    

Play on an Embroidery Machine ! 

Make two complete projects!  

All supplies, notions and machines provided!!   

If you enjoyed Crista’s Heart then you will be excited to start our Elegant Snowflake for this 

seasons Embroidery Club!! We will work on a whole new set of 12 stitches, focusing on         

embellishments, beads, ribbons and specialty threads. The project measures 20” x 20” when 

completed and is an excellent opportunity to make an heirloom project - one small step at a 

time.  You learn three stitches a month for 6 months. Filling in that stitch as you go. In no time 

at all, you will have a gorgeous work of art perfect for framing. We opted for white and cream 

threads on linen fabric, as designed by Karen Phillips, but other options will be discussed 

in the first class. Class includes stitch journal and starter stitch pack with 1st class. With 

thread samples with each successive class. Just $12/class. Choose any one of three     

patterns to complete and stitch on linen, silk, wool or cotton. This series is perfect for 

the beginner, the intermediate and the expert. Join us! First class October 13th at 10am. 



 

We all love Janet Nesbitt and her crazy block piecing. It’s a unique 

“no fail” way of piecing that yields success every time! These clever,      

whimsical blocks are fun to piece and they feature her new fabric line 

“Itty Bitty” (yes, we have ALL of it). 

 

Our Block of the Month will feature a new technique every month, 

including crazy piecing using dots, two pile trading, four color way 

shuffling, light and dark shuffling, and the magic of the trim!       

Even if you’ve done Janet’s crazy piecing in the past, you will learn 

something new, and each month we will make a new project. If you 

don’t have time to complete each entire monthly project, just make 

one block from the month and end up with a Crazy Good Life Quilt 

when the series ends! 

 

Class is the third Saturday of the month, for 8 months, $10/month 

includes all 9 patterns, instruction, door prizes. Class size limited to  8 

as we will sew in this class. Bring your machines or use a class model. 

This is great for both beginners and experienced quilters.  

 

Stop in to see the finished quilt, and the monthly projects. They are 

all super cute, and each will take from 4 - 9 fat quarters.  

Grand Central is a   

striking quilt perfect for those 

fantastic panels we keep     

collecting but are not sure 

how to use. This quilt is a   

panel, some background, and 

two blocks. The math is    

simple to adjust to use on any 

panel or any small quilt you 

want to turn into a bed sized quilt. Full day class. 

Math and planning in the morning. Quick sewing and 

construction in the afternoon! October 25th, only $24. 

 

2nd Annual Youth Quilting Contest 
We enjoyed 12 entries last year!! 

The public voted during our two 

day display, and prizes were award-

ed in three categories. Each        

contestant will receive a fabric 

“swag bag” for entering, and 1st 

place baskets valued at $300 will be 

awarded to winners in three catego-

ries. The Grand Prize Winner will 

win a sewing machine!! Pick up an entry form in the shop or 

online! Voting is 12/14 and 12/15. Come in to check it out!! 

Sunny Sampler  
Is our “remote class” option this year. That means you sew from home, watch-

ing the class on your ipad, tablet or computer. If you buy the kit from us, the 

video class is only $24 for all 12 classes. If you want to use your own fabric the 

video series is $60    ($2 per class or $5 per class - either one is a good deal!!) 

 

The class features fun piecing techniques featuring a darling panel, background 

and 5” squares. No applique. It is a happy twin sized quilt. Cute spring colors. 

 

Kits will be available November 15th (a nice winter project… done in time for 

Spring thaw!). We only ordered enough quilt kits for 14. Sign up early!        

Quilt kits are $89, it includes the border of your choice and binding. 



Carolyn Harris (aka CK, The Bargello Queen) is going to teach the       

Bargello Wave class in both October, and November. This class is 

popular, and easy for confident beginners. She generally teaches this 

technique in two classes, the first is to discuss strip sets, the second is 

how to read a chart and construct the panels. But, as travel, time and weather can be an 

issue, we now have class number one on video! We will email it to you after registration. 

You can come to the construction class fully prepared to make this 

beautiful optical illusion!  

The pattern is required for class, and is not included in the price.                                        

Class is $18 for the video and class.  

Class Dates: October 12th  10am - 4pm 

November 16th  10 - 4pm 

This darling quilt is an opportunity to utilize your sewing machine and all 

those stitches and feet!  You end up with a beautiful 61" x 83" quilt and 

some amazing information you will be sorry you didn't know before!!       

A few of the techniques used include: Pintucking, Twin and Wing Needles, 

Bobbinwork, Twisted Floss, Tailor Tack, Couching, Circular Attachments, 

Ruffler, Open Toe Applique and the Binder 

foot. For this class, you bring your sewing      

machine and we construct the block in class. 

That gives us an opportunity to trouble shoot 

the unique stitches and the individual machine 

settings.  Classes are once a month. Class is  

$16/month and includes all patterns, handouts 

and instruction. You can join at any time. Blocks 

are a “revolving” class. Great “sewing” info. 

Make a Bargello!! Two opportunities!! 

Urbanologie continues!!! 
Two years ago we completed Jenny Pedigo’s BOM     

featuring her quick curve ruler. It was a lot of fun and  

her pattern support for her ruler has been terrific with 

lots of options for this unique ruler. Her “mini” quick 

curved ruler came out last year, and this BOM is the  

featured quilt for the mini. It is SOOOO CUTE!!!       

The picture really does not do it justice. There are 12 

blocks and the quilt can be constructed 3 ways. It       

requires 20 fat quarters and 2 - 4 yards of background. 

The book, rulers and all of her patterns are still available 

in the shop and online. We will continue to meet once a 

month until April as we complete this unique quilt.  

Stitchers Garden: Monthly lessons!  

This is one of our most 

popular classes.  

Gorgeous quilt!! 

Lunch Bunch 
 

We are starting our 6th year 

making pincushions!!  Instead 

of having a dedicated pincushion or 

Mug Rug class, we are going to host 

“Lunch Bunch”. 
 

You can come on the first Saturday 

from 11 - 1, or the second Thursday 

from 11 - 1. Better yet, come both 

times!! Thursday is perfect for the 

working crowd. Bring your lunch, you 

can come late - you may not finish, but 

you’ll get close. 
 

Class is just $18.99 and includes the kit 

of your choice.       
                                                          

The monthly kit choices will include a 

pincushion, a mug rug and/or a        

seasonal mini (might be wool or hand 

embroidery).  Choose the kit you’d like 

to make and enjoy lively conversation 

while your friends make their kit choice. 

We’ll have 2 hours to complete your kit. 

You can come both times, just once,   

or just pick up a kit (or three) while   

supplies last.  



It’s hard to cram everything together into one event, 

but we know your time is valuable, and since we have 

the event space to do it… we have redesigned our 

Vintage Fair and Christmas Open House and         

combined them into one event,  two glorious days. 

We will have the fantastic Vintage vendors with their 

fun repurposed and upcycled home décor and gift items, 

along with the candle maker, jewelry designer, hand 

blown glass ornaments, Soap Lake Soap maker   

and even a local candy maker - all with unique gift 

items ready to purchase and take home.  

We are also featuring three trunk shows and four 

November 2017 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

    1 

 

$5 Sampler 

Quilt 6pm 

2  

4 

 

Daylight  

Savings Time 

5 6 7 

 

Urbanology 

6 - 7:30pm 

8 

 
Lunch Bunch 11 - 1 

(Pincushion, Mug Rug, 

Seasonal Minis) 

Stop in today 

or tomorrow 

for a free  

Americana 

Quilt pattern  

in honor of      

Veteran’s Day. 

10 

 
Elegant Snowflake 

10 - 12 
 

Fresh Cut 

1 - 3pm 

11 12 

 

Veterans Day 

13 

 

Sunny Sampler 

Kits are available 

today!! 

 

14 

Minkee Class 

10 - 1pm 

or, 

6 - 8pm 

15 
 

Brianna is  

26 years old  

tomorrow!  

Come in for 

cake!! 

16 

 

Bargello Wave 

10 - 4pm 

$18 

17 

Under the Stars 

9:30 - 10:30 

Crazy Good Life! 

1 - 4pm 

18 19 20 21 22 

 

 

Thanksgiving 

24 25 

 

25 26 27 

 

1st Day of 

Christmas 

28 

Minkee Class 

10 - 1pm 

or, 

6 - 8pm 

29 

 

3rd Day of 

Christmas 

30 

 

4th Day of 

Christmas 

 

 

 

Christmas Open House 
 

Friday and Saturday  10 - 5pm 

At Soap Lake Event Center 

Details below 

Christmas Fair and Open 
demonstration tables featuring the newest       

techniques to make our hobby even BETTER!  

We will have new fabrics, gift items, specially 

packaged quilt kits, new patterns, new books and 

notions, shop sample quilts on sale and even a 

barista. All this in one location. Two days. 

November 23 and November 24th 

10am - 5pm 

at our Retreat/Event Center in Soap Lake:                                      

410 1st Ave NE  

$3 admission                                                          
(will receive a $3 coupon to redeem at The Fabric Patch) 

If you want to be on Santa’s list, email him at 

santa@fabricpatch.net to get on the nice list. 

12 days of specials begin on November 27th. 

3 
 

Desert Sampler  9 - 10 

Lunch Bunch 11 - 1 

(Pincushion, Mug Rug, 

Seasonal Minis) 

Stitchers Garden 1 - 3 

$5 Quilt continues!!! Sampler quilt is the first 

Thursday of the month. Dessert Sampler on   

the first Saturday. If we have inclement weather 

there will be no penalties for out of town        

participants. Just call us for a pass. 



To enroll in one of our classes,   

please come into the shop, call us 

with your credit card payment, or mail 

us a list with your payment enclosed. 

Class fees must be paid at the time of 

registration. Without payment, you 

are put on a “wait list” with no    

guarantee of a spot. Please register 

early to avoid the disappointment 

from a class being too full or can-

celled due to insufficient enrollment.   

There is a supply list for every class 

and we are happy to go over the list 

and help you with those needs. 

We love your children, but please 

leave them at home as the class-

room can be a dangerous place. 

We must commit to our teachers, 

so there are no refunds for cancella-

tions less than 7 days prior to the 

class but you are always welcome to 

send someone else in your place. 

For out of town teachers or re-

treats, we require a 3 month notice 

for a full refund, unless we are able 

to fill your spot. 

Thank you for your understanding! 

Pixilations is an all day class using the piecing grid (20 times faster 

than the traditional method for this quilt). This was one of the 

quickest and funnest projects I made this summer. It is a big puzzle, 

with a quick piecing technique to make the intricate 1” finished 

squares REALLY simple.  

Choice of 1”, 1 1/2” or 2” finished 

blocks, throw or queen. 

Class is December 3rd, 10 - 3pm. 

Lunch and pattern provided. 

 

Class Registration Information: 

All of us are addicted to hexies!! We do it the easy applistick 

way, which means you don’t have to remove the hard     

papers. We offer a free demonstration - just ask at the coun-

ter.  If you want to make fun heirloom quilt, just come in 

every month and pick up a packet of 

19 precut hexagonal fabrics and the 

applistick hexies - enough to make 

one flower. New blocks will be ready 

on the 5th of the month - but when 

we sell out - they will be gone until 

the next month! You will have your 

choice of 30’s fabrics, or Jo Morton 

(dark reproduction), all for only 

$3.99/month!  One flower at a time! 

Grandmother’s Flower Garden  
Block of the Month 

Pixilations 

Fusible Grid Piecing 

    Pixel piecing with piecing grid was one of my 

favorite classes at spring market! I have been 

anxiously awaiting the start of this series!  

    This 30 block quilt is made like a puzzle with 

an addicting, fool-proof technique. We will start 

with a class to learn the basic technique (choose 

a weekend, evening or day class). At this class 

you decide the size and choose your colors.                                             

It can be 43” x 50” with 1” finished blocks, 64” 

x 74” with 1 1/2” finished or 84” x 98” with 2”       

finished. 
 

Choose one class for basic instruction: 

October 24th,  1 - 3pm 

October 24th,  6 - 8pm 
 

Then every two weeks, for 24 weeks you will 

receive a 9 x 14 grid in your size along with the 

pattern to com-

plete a section of 

the quilt. Each of 

the sampler      

sections is just $9.                                 

Postage is just 

$1/package.     

Prepay for the  

entire 12 month 

series and receive 

the last 2 months 

FREE!! Fun, fun!! 



   This has always been one of 

our most  popular classes.       

It fills up so quickly, last year 

we moved it to the Event    

Center in Soap Lake to accommodate the masses. 

It will be there again this year so we can take up to 

30 participants. It always fills up fast, and we    

always sell out of the kits we’ve put together.      

We have some fun new things we want to feature 

this year to get you in the gift-making mood! None 

of these items have been featured before, all are 

new patterns, many exclusive to this class, and 

none will be shown or revealed before the class. 

Join us for a fun morning. The class is a lecture/

demonstration. With some hands-on interaction. 

No need to bring anything with you. 

Lots of door prize drawings, handouts and a free 

pattern packet for every attendee. One day only! 

Saturday, December  1st 

10 - 12pm 

$14 

10 homemade gifts, all under $20, 
in less than 30 Minutes!! 

The 7th Annual 12 Days of  Christmas starts November 27th!!  
 

Make sure you’re on the nice list! If you participated with Mrs. Clause for Mother’s Day 

or with Santa last year then you are on the list. If not, email santa@fabricpatch.net    

before November 25th to get the evening emails. It will work the same this year as in 

previous years and we will be very strict about numbers - when we are sold out, we are 

out. No rain checks. So you will have to be quick. 
 

You’ll get an email every weekday evening at 

5pm for a special kit, fabric packet, notion, 

or gift at a substantially reduced price. There 

may be limits on items, but generally you can 

get one for you and one as a gift. You will 

just have to email Santa back and say “Stuff 

my Stocking”. You may also have to indicate 

a color preference. There will also be some 

contests, games and  bonuses along the way… just for fun! This will go on for 12 week-

nights. Then, on Friday the 14th or Saturday the 15th you will come in and pay for and 

pick up your gift bag of goodies! If you want your package mailed to you -    they will go 

out December 14th via USPS first class (that’s almost as good as reindeer and sled!). 

This is a fun way to ensure you have something fantastic under the tree!! We will wrap! 

Christmas Deadline Retreat  

December 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th!! 
 

From Thursday afternoon to Sunday afternoon,         
if you’re down to the wire (or think you’ll be)        

you can come and get something done without any       
interruptions. We will teach a few additional classes 

for quick projects, but mostly we will be there to 
help you press, plan, cut, pin, etc. to get your                           

Christmas projects DONE  while provide a relaxing                                
environment to sew (did we mention                                           

the massage therapist?! Or personal Chef?!) 
 

We can prepare binding… rip out seams… square up 

blocks….whatever you need, to be less stressed at 
Christmas. All meals and snacks provided.                               

You can stay in your pajama bottoms and slippers 
and sew from 5am to midnight! 

Space limited to 18. Four spots left! Sign up now!! 

Make our quick 

Poinsettia Table 

Runner  

in an afternoon!! 
 

Completed using 

fusible web 

(pattern offers 

hand applique 

options if you 

prefer) and a 

pressing sheet  
 

Minimal supplies 

needed for class. 

Kits will be availa-

ble, or use your 

own fabrics. Class is just $16 and      

includes pattern. Great for the beginner 

or the expert quilter. Learn a new    

technique!! December 10th, 1 - 4pm 



For your sewing convenience and pleasure we have a limited number of Pfaff sewing machines 

available for rental during classes. If your machine is too heavy or difficult to lug to class, or if you 

just want to test drive an award winning machine, just reserve one when you register for class.   

Reservations are on a first come basis (3 per class, no embroidery models). The fee is only $10    

per class, we supply the bobbins, you supply the thread. If you end up buying a Pfaff, you can apply 

6 months of machine rentals to your already low purchase price…. because we know there's no going back after sewing on a Pfaff!! 

Need to Rent a Machine? 

December 2017 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

      1 

 

10/20/30 

for Christmas!! 

$14 

10 - 12 

2 3 

 

Pixilations 

10 - 3pm 

$18 

4 

 
6th Day of Christmas 

5 

 

Urbanology 

6 - 7:30pm 

6 

 
Lunch Bunch 11 - 1 

(Pincushion, Mug 

Rug, Seasonal Minis) 

7 

 
9th Day of Christmas 

 

 

8 
 

Elegant Snowflake 

10 - 12 
 

Fresh Cut 

1 - 3pm 

9 10 

 

Poinsettia Table 

Runner 

1 - 4pm 

$16 

11 

 
11th Day of Christmas 

 

 

12 

 
12th Day of Christmas 

13 
 

14 15 

 
 

 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 

 

Closing at  

2pm for  

Christmas Eve. 

25 26 27 28 29 

30 31 1 2 3 4 5 

Closed for Christmas!           

Many Blessings to you  

and your family from                           

all of us here! 

  Deadline Retreat 

Don’t forget our annual Inventory Blowout!!  Special sale featuring $4 yard fabric, 

 $2 panels, $1 patterns, $2 books and 50% off kits. 
 

Monday, January 1st   10 am - 2pm 
 

And as always, we will draw one lucky name for 20% off EVERY purchase for ALL of 2018!!! 

Still need a special Christmas gift? Our Pfaff      

machines are 20% off  every machine, every day. 

No Lunch Club, $5 Quilt 

or Stitchers Garden  

scheduled for December 1st. 

Check with us for your schedule.  

12 days pick up 

Youth Sewing Contest!!!! Come Vote! 

Classroom Sale 

Shop samples, kits, notions, see 

details on page 10. 

9:30 - 5:30  2 days. 



220 Tenth Ave SW 
Ephrata, WA 98823 
 

The Fabric Patch 

509-754-8280 
www.fabricpatch.net 

Like us on Facebook 

for coupons and alerts! 

 

 

 

Every year we sell old shop samples at Christmas and Mother’s Day. Samples go quickly.            

We open the doors at 9:30, most are gone by 10am. This year we are selling the shop 

samples at our Christmas Open House on November 23rd and 24th, but we have some 

additional “year end” cleaning to do. It includes shop sample kits, older class kits, BOM 

kits and even close out notions, all at substantially reduced prices. 

 

There are no early sales. This is a two day event. Everything must go before 

we complete our year end inventory count. 

 

December 17th and 18th. 

  

Class Room Sale!!!!!! 


